
I have always been fascinated with the Sparton
Bluebird, but couldn’t afford the going price for a

complete set in good condition (about $3500 at the time
I began searching). So, biding my time, I found a
partial set on eBay in 1999 for $1000. It included the
blue mirror, hardware, and a cabinet, minus the chassis
and feet. So now I needed to make the feet and find a
chassis.

Glass

Now and then you may come across a Bluebird that is
complete except for a broken mirror-glass front. Period
cobalt blue mirror-glass can be found, but it must be at
least 14½ inches in diameter and ¼ inch thick. I have
found this glass in flea markets, thrift stores, and
antique shops. It invariably comes with an ugly looking
table underneath, which doubles as fire wood in winter.
A table costs about $40. The mirror needs to be cut and
finished exactly right, and I’ve found only one
company to do it right—Chaudron Glass in
Baltimore—the only firm in the area that I know of that
can etch and silver mirrors. They charged $52.50 to cut
and finish a piece I delivered. They completely rebuilt a
Mir-Ray cobalt blue multi-mirrored set that was
damaged in shipping, and their repair looked better
than the original set. With these radios, if you replace
one piece of glass, you have to replace the glass in the
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entire set for it to match.

Hardware

To re-chrome the hardware, again there is only one
place locally that can do the job—Metro Plating and

Restoring a Sparton Bluebird
BY GEOFF SHEARER

Prized by radio collectors, the 1936 Sparton “Bluebird”
is about as art deco as radios get.
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Polishing near “antique row” in Kensington, MD, and
they do copper as well as nickel, gold, brass, and silver.
They re-plated the copper on the Sparton “Peachbird”
that was on display in the RadioActivity banquet room.
It cost $103 for all the copper trim pieces. Chrome
plating is less expensive. This firm has even done work
for the White House. If you need Bluebird hardware,
you can get it from Lew Magrish (contact me for Lew’s
contact information) for $750. That might seem pricey
but Lew has to have these pieces custom made and
plated. The trim for my Peachbird came from Lew, and
it included the knobs and set screws.

Cabinet

To recreate the feet I called MAARC board member Ed
Lyon (Myersville, MD), the only person I know who
has a Bluebird, to get the size and dimensions of the
feet and balls. The exact measurements are shown in
the figure on page 4. Ed was kind enough to take
pictures and send them to me. In addition to the need to
make the balls with precise measurements, the base
must come to a rounded taper to meld with the semi-
circular balls that support the mirror. While I was still
in the planning/building stages of these feet, Lew
Magrish mentioned that he knew of someone who
could reproduce these cabinets for $125, and I took that
approach. The dimensions were exact on the outside of
the cabinet and I was impressed with the feet. The
cabinet, though, was made with 3/8-inch wood ply
instead of ¼-inch wood, and the fit was too snug front
to back. By changing just the front to ¼-inch, the
cabinet would be near perfect, and priced reasonably.

Chassis

Bluebirds use the Sparton 566 chassis. That is the same
chassis as the Sparton Models 506 and 507 except for
the length of the shafts, which are longer on the 566.
(See Rider 6-7 for the schematic.) It took me nine years
to find a chassis. I bid on two on eBay but always got
beat out in the last seconds. They typically cost $350
plus shipping.

The chassis I had been searching for showed up at
RadioActivity 2008, but I had to buy everything in the
seller’s truck ($375) to get it. It was in a Sparton 507
wood mantle set that was totally destroyed. By selling
off everything but the Sparton chassis, I made my
money back, and so the chassis was free. I recapped the
radio and kept the original line cord since it was still
good. The set plays as well as a five-tube AC/DC set
should.
When I tried the 507 chassis in the Bluebird cabinet, I

(Continued from page 1)

found that the shafts were ½ inch shorter than those on
the 566 chassis, and hence didn’t protrude sufficiently
far through the holes in the trim ring. An email to Lew
Magrish came back saying that he had someone
machine extensions that cost $100. What I did instead
was use tubing that fit snuggly over the shaft as well as
a ½-inch piece of shaft extension I cut for each of the
three controls.

Grille Cloth and Backing

The grille cloth on these sets, even in good condition,
looks ratty. For the peach mirror I used a piece of
generic gold grille cloth that I bought eighteen years
ago from Olde Tyme Radio (no longer in business). It
has a rich gold luster and is rigid, so it holds up well in
the opening provided for it on the set. For the blue
mirror, I visited my local G-Street Fabrics store (stores
in Centreville, VA and Rockville, MD), left a piece of
original cloth, and asked the G-Street people to match
it for me. When I came back three hours later they had
a selection of cloths to choose from and they found me
two different pieces of felt. I cut the felt larger than the
outer diameter and cut out the center hole (non-critical
if not perfect, as it won’t be seen) before I sprayed the
back of the mirror with 3-M Adhesive Spray. Then, on

Here is what the Bluebird’s foot looks like.
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align with the larger retaining ring holes and the glass
“sits” in the footing. Screw in all four screws tightly.
Now the set is secure. Chassis installation is now like
any other radio.

Getting the back to fit was a problem because of the
over-sized face piece of wood. I had to carve out a
small indentation on the inside left back so a nut
wouldn’t bulge out the back. That was fastened with
five screws. After that, the radio can be righted and the
knobs can be attached.

This can be a fun restoration job as long as you have
the patience and time to do it right. ■

a flat surface, I carefully lowered the mirror to match
the center hole. I let it dry and then used a good
scissors to cut around the outer circle (at an angle) to
finish the job.

Assembly

It is a good idea to have a clear photograph of an
original set beside you to ensure that you assemble the
radio correctly. Begin by laying the big ring down first,
face-side down on a blanket or towel, and attach the
horizontal trim pieces. The outside ends of the trim
have to curve with the glass, with the larger trim piece
on top. The inner ring is laid (face down) in place, and
the trim pieces lay in that retaining ring without
entering the inner circle. Screw the back ring to the
small ring. That holds the trim pieces in proper
alignment. Then lay the mirror (face down) and align it
with the hardware. The grille cloth then lays in the
space between the small and large rings. You will have
to double the thickness of the grille cloth ring so it
doesn’t move once the radio is together, or you can
install cardboard shims backing it after you attach the
cabinet, but before you put the chassis in the cabinet.

Lay the mirror and trim partly off the table so the radio
will lay flat when you attach the cabinet. Lay the
cabinet on top of the hardware so the front panel holes

Visit the Radio & Television Museum

2608 Mitchellville Road
Bowie, MD 20716

301-390-1020
Hours:

10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Fridays
1 to 5 p.m. Saturdays and Sundays

Exit from Rt. 50 at Exit 11 (Rt. 197)
Take Rt. 197 South for 0.9 miles

Right on Mitchellville Road for 1.3 miles
Free admission, but donations encouraged

Service Data Available!
The Radio & Television Museum Library contains a
huge collection of service data. (MAARC’s extensive
library was merged with the Museum library.)
Photocopy packages are available for most radio and
TV sets prior to the 1960s, and many later ones.
Photocopies of manuals for many models of test
equipment and other gear (Heathkit, EICO, RCA, etc.)
can also be had, as well as copies of articles from
magazines such as QST, Radio News, Popular
Electronics, and many others. Check the museum
website (www.radiohistory.org)
for a list of magazines and journals available. Phone or
email inquiries to the museum librarian, Brian
Belanger:

radiobelanger@comcast.net
(301) 258-0708

who will check the availability of information for your
set(s) and quote you a price before you order. Prices
depend on number of pages, typically $4 for most
radios (plus 6 percent sales tax for Maryland
residents).

In case you ever need to reproduce the base of a
Bluebird, here are the dimensions.
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but implementing it successfully is tough. The devil is
in the details—keeping the two distinct signals separate
and non-interacting. Some “how-to” radio books
recommended against a beginner trying to build a
reflex homebrew—it was just too complicated to get it
right and avoid oscillations. Nevertheless, one could
find reflex construction articles in popular radio
magazines [9].

A number of radio manufacturers, for example, RCA,
Crosley, and de Forest, offered reflex radio designs in
the 1920s. The three-tube Crosley Trirdyne is a good
example. My surprised reaction the first time I opened
the lid of a Trirdyne was, “Hmmm—not much in
there!” The Trirdyne performed fairly well for a radio
in its price class. The three-tube set performed at least
as well as many four-tube sets of the era.

David Grimes improved on the reflex designs of the
era when he came up with the inverse duplex. But
before discussing his innovative design, here’s a little
background about the inventor.

David Grimes

Grimes was born in 1896 in what is now a suburb of
Minneapolis. His grandparents, Jonathan and Eliza
Grimes, settled in the Minneapolis area in 1855 when
Minneapolis was a small village. They had another

Introduction

There have been a number of articles in the antique
radio literature about David Grimes, his life, and his
invention of the inverse duplex receiver [1 – 8]. A
series of articles by Don Patterson in his Radio Age
publication prior to MAARC’s acquisition of Radio
Age [1 – 6] are particularly good, and they include a
number of photographs and schematics of Grimes
receivers. But since MAARC acquired Radio Age,
there has been next to nothing about Grimes. Before
getting into the details, let’s review receiver technology
in the early 1920s, particularly reflex receivers, to see
why Grimes’ invention was significant at the time.

Circuit designs of 1920s TRF battery sets were simple
compared to those of later radios. A typical five-tube
set consisted of two stages of RF amplification, a
detector, and two stages of audio amplification. Early
triode tubes had low amplification factors, and if they
were pushed too hard, they oscillated. As a result, in
the early- to mid-1920s, a radio required more tubes to
achieve a given level of sensitivity and volume than
was the case a few years later when superhets with
screen grid tubes became available, followed by
pentodes with even higher gain per stage.

Factory-built 1920s radios were expensive, and
vacuum tubes were a particularly expensive radio
component, so any design with the potential for
squeezing more performance out of a small number of
tubes was worth investigating. Furthermore, if a radio
could be made with fewer tubes, the battery lifetime
could be increased, and that was also important. The
reflex receiver was one attempt to address these
concerns, and Grimes’ inverse duplex was an offshoot
of the reflex receiver.

Reflex Receivers

If a tube is capable of amplifying at either radio
frequencies or audio frequencies, might it be possible
to have it do both simultaneously? The idea of
reflexing, that is, having a tube do double duty, by
simultaneously amplifying both the radio frequency
signal prior to the detector, and the audio frequency
signal following the detector, may well have occurred
to more than one radio engineer in the early days of
vacuum tube radios. Reflexing is conceptually simple,

David Grimes and His Inverse Duplex
BY BRIAN BELANGER

David Grimes.
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below. The RF signal passes through three stages of
RF, is detected, and then the audio signal passes
through the same three tubes in the same sequence as
the RF signal.

One disadvantage of Latour’s approach is that
amplifier stage number 3 carries the maximum signals
of both RF and AF, with the potential for overloading
and mixing. Another potential problem with circuits
like this is that any residual RF energy that gets
through the detector stage gets amplified three more
times, leading to potential high frequency oscillations.
So, the Latour reflex design tended to be tempera-
mental and unstable. Grimes saw a better approach,
and developed what he called the inverse duplex, in
which the audio signal goes through the RF amplifiers
in the opposite order, with the tube having the strongest
RF signal handling the weakest audio signal, and vice-
versa. This approach he called the ‘inverse duplex.” He
applied for and received two patents: 1,517,057 and
1,517,058. As soon as he had applied for patents, he
began to publicize his ideas within the radio
community. An article in the April 1923 issue of Radio
Broadcast [10] included a schematic of a three-tube
version of the inverse duplex, which the magazine’s lab
had constructed and tested. It brought in distant
stations easily with only a one-foot loop antenna.
(Most articles about the inverse duplex recommended
using a loop antenna.) Grimes explained more about
his invention in the July 1923 Radio Broadcast [11].

In addition to exploring the possibility of forming a
new company to manufacture radios, Grimes intended
to sell licenses to other companies. He limited the
number of licensees to twelve. Sleeper Radio Corp.

grandson who was also a radio pioneer—Boyd Phelps
[7]. David’s father, Charles Grimes, was Jonathan and
Eliza’s fifth child. According to Don Patterson, David
Grimes was also related to AVC inventor Harold
Wheeler.

After teaching himself about electrical matters in high
school and building a neighborhood telephone system
between his house and those of nearby friends, Grimes
enrolled in the University of Minnesota in electrical
engineering. Before graduating, he enlisted in the
Army as a private, but because of his knowledge of
radio, he was assigned to be the chief radio officer at
Kelly Field in Texas. He was then assigned to work on
radio navigation for bombers at a research effort
conducted by British air forces in England. Apparently
he became familiar with reflex receivers during his
service in England.

When World War I ended and Grimes returned home,
he completed his bachelor’s degree, graduating from
the university in 1919, and took a job as a telephone
research engineer with AT&T in New York. He left the
phone company in 1922 to establish his own consulting
firm—the Grimes Radio Engineering Company, Inc.—
the first of several companies bearing his name.

According to Grimes, the concept of reflexing, or at
least the idea of amplifying both RF and audio in the
same tube, was invented in Germany, by Wilhelm
Schloemilch and Otto von Bronk, in the 1912-13 era.
Schloemilch and von Bronk received U.S. patent
number 1,087,892 in 1914 for a one-tube radio circuit.
By the way, if you know a patent number, you can go
to the website of the Patent and Trademark Office
(www.uspto.gov) and view and print out the patent (at
least for the older ones). As a result of Germany’s
surrender at the end of WW I, German-owned patents
were transferred to the U.S. government. The Bureau
of Steam Engineering (the Navy’s organization
responsible for radio development) then controlled the
Schloemilch and von Bronk patent.

Reflexing multi-tube sets was first popularized by a
Frenchman, Marius Latour. Latour’s approach is shown

Latour’s conventional scheme for reflexing, with the
RF and AF signals going through the tubes in the
same sequence.

A reflex scheme for a receiver with a crystal detector.
Here the AF signal goes through two of the RF tubes.

Grimes’ inverse duplex scheme involved having the
AF signal travel through the RF stages in the
opposite sequence of the RF signals.
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bought the first, and Mercury Radio Products Corp.,
the second. The Bristol Company (presumably, want-
ing to limit competition from additional potential
licensees), bought the remaining ten licenses, and
arranged for Grimes to be a consulting engineer.
Sleeper also wanted to have access to Grimes’
technical savvy, and went so far as to designate Grimes

Sleeper’s chief engineer.

While Grimes wrote articles for Radio Broadcast and
Radio in the Home, I was surprised that I could not
find any articles about the inverse duplex in Radio
News—probably the most popular radio magazine of
the time. Late in 1923 Radio in the Home said that
Grimes would be writing exclusively for that
publication. That exclusivity must have lasted only a
couple of years, because in 1927 articles by Grimes
began appearing in Radio Broadcast again. Grimes’
articles spurred interest in the inverse duplex. Updates
appeared fairly regularly, but reporters had mixed
reactions to the inverse duplex. The February 1924
issue of Radio Broadcast reported [12],

“It is doubtful that any other circuit made public in
recent months has received so enthusiastic a welcome
by the broadcast fan as the Grimes Inverse Duplex.
The difficulties encountered in making this circuit
function as it should, have not daunted the
experimenter, and every mail received by Radio
Broadcast contains new evidence of his unflagging
interest in the circuit.”

“Our readers who have experimented with this set, in
either the three bulb or four bulb form, are divided
sharply into two factions—those who claim it is the
best circuit in the world, capable of the most
remarkable results, and those who cuss it causticly
[sic] as a set that will howl, squeal and do everything
but receive signals.”

This Bristol ad stressed that this receiver employed
the Grimes inverse duplex design. Note the price of
$190.

This schematic for a three-tube inverse duplex was published in
the April 1923 Radio Broadcast.

The April 1923 Radio
Broadcast included
this photo of a three-
tube inverse duplex
built and tested by
the magazine’s staff.
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The magazine explained how difficult it was to avoid
oscillations in the inverse duplex and cautioned its
readers, “For this reason, we advise our readers not to
attempt the building of a four-tube set duplexing all
amplifying tubes, unless he possesses infinite patience
and experimenting facilities—and luck!”

Grimes Begins to Manufacture Radios

I found it difficult to keep straight the several firms
bearing David Grimes’ name and to pin down when
each started and went out of business. There were
times in the 1920s when there were two or more
companies with Grimes in the title, and in one case,
Grimes had resigned but the company bearing his
name continued on without him involved. More on this
later.

Grimes’ first production radio, the three-tube Model
3XP was introduced in Radio in the Home
in November 1924. The company manufac-
turing the radios was David Grimes Radio,
Inc. The corporate headquarters was at
1571 Broadway in New York City, but
Grimes had a production plant and show-
room at 151 Bay Street in Jersey City, NJ.

The first production radio bearing David Grimes’
namethe Model 3XP.

Grimes’
factory
on Bay
Street in
Jersey
City, NJ.

The Grimes “Baby Grand” Model.
The schematic for the Baby Grand.

It is important to note that not all radios with the
Grimes brand name were inverse duplexes. The table
on page 13 provides details.

Grimes’ financing to establish radio manufacturing
came largely from Henry W. Waterson, President of
Waterson, Berlin, and Snyder, a music publishing firm.
One of the manufacturing company’s board members,
P. F. Cusick, was involved in billboard advertising.
Before the first radio came off the production line,
Cusick had arranged to purchase huge amounts of
billboard advertising, so the company started off with a
mountain of debt before any sales revenue came in.
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Sometime between late 1924 the fall of 1925, a new
company was incorporated in Delaware—David
Grimes Radio and Cameo Record Corporation. Its
offices were also at 1571 Broadway. Patterson believes
that this new company was formed primarily to market
two new receiver designs, the Model 4DL utilizing
UV-199 tubes, and the “Baby Grand” model.

Notice the ad on page 9 in which Grimes offered a
horn speaker. It is quite possible that Grimes bought
speakers from another manufacturer and had his name
put on them.

There were quite a few early radio inventors who were
extremely smart technically, but were poor business-
men (e.g., Fessenden). That also seems to describe
David Grimes. His companies were in financial trouble
during most of the second half of the 1920s. When
Grimes lost control of his manufacturing company to a
creditors’ committee, the firm continued to make radios
as it tried to recover financially. The Grimes 6D
receiver, manufactured during this period, was not an
inverse duplex. This six-tube version used the
binocular coils from the older 4DL. Its panel had a
label covering up the “Inverse Duplex” label.

The April 1926 issue of Radio Retailer and Jobber
reported that Grimes’ manufacturing company was
having financial difficulty as early as 1925, and that
Grimes had tendered his resignation that year, but
stockholders urged him to stay on. Sometime in 1926,
W. C. Durant of General Motors (might he have been a
board member?) became president, and David Grimes
left the company and presumably turned his attention
to the new kit-producing company in Long Island City,
NY, described below.

Meanwhile, the company that still bore his name
continued to manufacture receivers, with Waterson and

Cusick in charge. E. O. Thompson was the chief
engineer after Grimes left. The company abandoned
the inverse duplex design and sold radios under the
Viking brand name, but that did not last long. The
company failed in 1927, and the factory was sold at
auction. As noted below, in 1926, the Canadian firm
with which Grimes had a business relationship, also
made radios under the Viking name for Eaton’s
Department Stores, but apparently, the use of the
Viking brands in both the U.S. in Canada was a
coincidence.

In 1926 Grimes introduced a new inverse duplex kit.
David Grimes was listed as president of the
company—The Grimes Radio Engineering Co., Inc., at
434 Washington Avenue, Long Island City, NY.
(Sleeper, which had purchased a license from Grimes,
and where Grimes had earlier been chief engineer, was
located just a few doors down the street, at 463
Washington Avenue.) The ad for the kit also said in
small font “Not connected with any other company of a
similar name.” Presumably, that note was to stress the
fact that Grimes was no longer affiliated with the other
manufacturing company bearing his name but run by
Waterson and Cusick.

To further confuse the murky corporate histories, there
was a company in New York—David Grimes, Inc. In
1926 it offered a device called the Gradeon ($17.50)
for coupling the output of a phonograph into a radio.
The Gradeon’s electrical pickup replaced the original
sound box on the tone arm of the phonograph. Its
output fed into a plug that plugged into the detector
socket of the radio so that the sound was played
through the audio amplifier of the radio.

In the January and February 1927 issues of Radio
Broadcast [13, 14] Grimes began a series of articles
about refinements to his earlier designs of the inverse
duplex. By 1927 better tubes such as the 201-A and the
UX-171audio amplifier were available. Grimes’ modi-
fications to his original inverse duplex included such
features as reducing the probability of detector over-
loading, improving selectivity by use of more effective
tuned RF amplification, eliminating DC from the
loudspeaker, smoother volume control, and use of a
C-bias battery.

The February 1927 issue contained a three-page ad
from Grimes Radio Engineering Co., Inc., 285
Madison Avenue, New York, NY. The ad described an
inverse duplex kit called the R.G.S. receiver. Subse-
quent issues gave the price as $69.70 without cabinet
or accessories, or $79.70 factory assembled (higher

The Model 6D was NOT an inverse duplex, and was
manufactured after Grimes left the company.
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West of the Rockies). Prominent radio authorities, such
as author Zeh Bouck, who, after saying he liked the R.
G. S. receiver, said about Grimes, “It is indeed
refreshing to find a designing engineer of commercial
equipment, not merely endowed with intelligence
himself, but permitted to give full rope to it
unhampered by suicidal sales and production
departments.”

Grimes in Canada

Like many other U.S. radio firms, Grimes established a
presence in Canada [15-16]. According to Don Tutt,
Arthur Pollock and Alex Welker began making
Phonola phonographs around 1907. Their company
was quite successful. In the 1920s, as the radio craze
swept North America, Pollock and Welker decided the
time was ripe to get into radio manufacturing, and they
sought a partner with experience in this new field.

David Grimes was introduced to Arthur Pollock in
1923, and the two men worked out a plan. Grimes
Radio Corporation Ltd. [of Canada] was established.
The company was run by Pollock and Welker, and
Grimes licensed them to manufacture inverse duplex
radios, with production beginning about 1925. By the
mid-1920s Pollock and Welker were running three
companies: The Grimes Radio Corp. Ltd., Phonola
(which also made cabinets for Grimes), and Pollock-
Welker Ltd. (One of the websites says that at some
point there was also a company called the Grimes
Batteryless Manufacturing Co., and that in the late
1920s, the Grimes name was dropped in favor of
Phonola. Someone needs to do more careful corporate
history research to pin down this involved corporate
evolution.)

By the late 1920s, inverse duplex radios were no
longer the latest technology. AC radios were the big
thing, and Pollock and Welker must have realized they
needed a way to break into that field. At the time,
Chicago radio manufacturer Wells-Gardner had
achieved success with its AC-powered radios, and
Pollock worked out an arrangement whereby Wells-
Gardner arranged to manufacture radios of its designs
in the Kitchener, Ontario, plant owned by Welker and
Pollock. This was so successful that their plant began
making store-brand radios for Canadian department
stores—Eatons (Viking brand name), Simpsons
(Serenader brand name), and the Hudson Bay Co.
(Dictator brand name).

When the Depression began, Pollock and Welker’s
empire nearly crumbled. In 1933 Arthur Pollock’s son,

Carl, combined what was left of the three Pollock-
Welker companies into a new one, Dominion Electro-
home Industries Ltd., and it continued to manufacture
radios for many years. At some point, Grimes phased
out of this business arrangement with Pollock and
Welker, but I am unsure about when that took place.
Most likely it was at the end of the decade when interest
in the inverse duplex began to wane and when the
Grimes name was phased out in favor of Phonola.

Grimes’ Last Fling in Radio Manufacturing

In October 1927 Grimes published an article in Radio
Broadcast describing a new approach to tuning that he
titled the “Octa-Monic” system [17]. His idea was to
tune the grid circuit of an amplifier tube to the
frequency of interest and tune the plate circuit to the
second harmonic. (By adjusting the bias to a point
where the tube characteristic is non-linear, the amplifier
produces a sufficient amount of second harmonic.)
Grimes argued in this article that his approach resulted
in better selectivity.

That same issue also included a three-page! ad for the
new Octa-Monic AC or DC version of the R.G.S.
receiver from the R-G-S Manufacturing Company, Inc.
located on Staten Island. R-G-S Manufacturing was a
subsidiary of the Grimes Radio Engineering Company,
formed solely for manufacturing the receivers. Don
Patterson has an Octa-Monic and says it is highly
sensitive, but the volume control works poorly and there
is audio distortion. By the time the Octa-Monic was
offered, most other manufacturers were selling receivers
with single dial tuning. No doubt very few Octa-Monics
were sold.

By February 1928, the R-G-S company was also
bankrupt. Then in March, the Octamonic Manufacturing
Company, located at 123 Liberty Street in New York
City, was selling Octamonic receivers licensed to the
company by Grimes. That company, too, failed very
quickly. It is sad that Grimes experienced so many
business failures—and they occurred even before the
Depression began!

If you plan to restore a Grimes receiver, I recommend
that you check Don Patterson’s articles, in particular,
those of May 1985 and Oct. 1987, because he discusses
the wiring diagrams, variations in sets, and voltage
readings.

Grimes Has to Seek a Steady Job

As the 1920s wound down, Grimes surely must have
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Grimes’ last gasp as a manufacturerthe R.G.S. kit.

Year Model Price Dials Tubes Circuit

1924 3XP $85 3 3 TRF-reflex

1925 4DL $125 3 4 TRF-reflex

Baby Grand $49.50 3 3 TRF-reflex

5B Baby Grand Duplex $59.50 2 5 TRF-reflex

5D * $85 3 5 ?

6D * ? 3 6 TRF

Empire $100 3 5 TRF-reflex

Renaissance $100 3 4 TRF-reflex

Monotube $12.50 2 1 Regen

Tritube $35 2 3 Regen

1926 Grimes Own 4-tube Dry Cell Kit ? ? 4 TRF

Grimes Own Kit (5-tube, storage battery
model)

? 3 5 TRF-reflex

Grimes Viking Imperial Console * ? 2 6 TRF

Grimes Viking Imperial Table Mod. * ? 2 6 TRF

Grimes Viking * ? 1 6 TRF

1927 Grimes R.G.S. Inverse Duplex $79.70 2 4 TRF-reflex

Grimes Octa-Monic $104.60 2 6 TRF

Grimes Radio Models

This listing is taken principally from Greg Hunolt’s Battery Set Compendium, a huge database of information
on battery sets that runs on Microsoft Excel. It is available free, contact ghunolt@excel.net.

All sets below are table models except the Viking Imperial console. Canadian models not shown.

(There are discrepancies among the articles in the literature regarding the entries in this table.)

* Note: The 5D, 6D, and Viking models were made after Grimes left the company.
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3. Patterson, Don, “Baby Grand,” Radio Age, March
1985, p. 5.

4. Patterson, Don, “David Grimes,” Radio Age, April
1985, p. 1, and May 1985, p. 1.

5. Patterson, Don, “David Grimes Mystery Solved,”
Radio Age, Oct. 1987, p. 4.

6. Patterson, Don, “Viking Radio,” Radio Age, Oct.
1988, p. 4.

7. Raymer, Steve, and Anderson, Jeanne, “David
Grimes, Boyd Phelps, and Morningside, Minnesota,”
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had to admit to himself that his numerous attempts to
create successful companies were all failures, and he
needed to find a steady job. Sometime around 1930
Grimes began working for RCA. In 1934 he moved to
Philco to head up their home radio research
department. In 1939 he became Philco’s chief engineer,
and in 1942, vice-president for engineering.

Grimes was involved in radar research during World
War II, and on Sept. 4, 1943, he, along with the pilot
and a U. S. naval officer, was killed when their small
airplane crashed on Carntogher Mountain in County
Derry, Ireland, as they were on their way to a meeting
in London. On the 60th anniversary of the crash
(September 4, 2003) the Carntogher Community
Association held a memorial service at the site of the
crash, at which time a tree was planted and a memorial
stone installed.

Final Thoughts

I think it is fairly clear why radios like the inverse
duplex were so short-lived. By 1930, much better tubes
than the ‘01As and ‘99s of the 1920s became available,
and tube prices relative to those of other radio
components decreased substantially, so the incentive to
reduce the tube count became much less important.
Battery life became unimportant as more and more city
dwellers traded their battery sets for AC-operated
radios.

Once RCA began licensing other companies to use its
superheterodyne patents, then other types of radio
circuits were passé. That doesn’t decrease the credit
that Grimes deserves for his innovation. He clearly was
a clever radio engineer.

Don Patterson says that in his experience, Grimes sets
generally perform well.
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Meet Announcement: CC-AWA 34th
annual Spring Meet in the Carolinas -
March 25-26-27, 2010 at Charlotte,
NC. TWO great auctions, big flea
market, lectures and demonstrations,
old equipment contest and more. Visit
our web site: http://www.cc-awa.org/or
write: CC-AWA 2010 c/o Chip
McFalls, 742 Southern High School
Rd., Graham, NC 27253 for
conference brochure.

Free Stuff: (1) Type 535A Tektronix
oscilloscope with three plug-ins: 2-
1A1 and a type R transistor rise-time
plug in, all on cart. One channel works
for sure, maybe both. (2) HP Model
205AG audio signal generator, works.

(3) HP 302A wave analyzer, probably
works. (4) HP distortion analyzer,
H07330B, probably works. (5) RCA
Victor 1928-30 six-tube radio with
turntable, speaker, Victor amp type
245, no tubes, no cabinet, good for
parts and pieces. Southern Frederick
County just off I-270. Donald Day,
email:
donald.day@montgomerycollege.edu.

Free to a Good Home: Circa 1960
blond Silvertone radio console with
original manual, very good condx.
Randy Roby, (301) 776-7716, email:
randy9207@verizon.net.

For Sale: Radiola 18 Missing pot
metal dial assembly, no hood. Slight
alligator finish on outside, original
finish. Orig. back panel is there. ALL
globe tubes except the ’80. $50,
Radiola 100 drum speaker, slight tear
in grille cloth, works, $30.
Hallicrafters S-40B, works great, good
cosmetic condition, some paint wear
on edges, $75. Ware Neutrodyne type
L. EXCELLENT!!!! includes 5 good
UV-199 tubes, $170. Pictures available
by email. PICK-UP ONLY, I don’t
want to hassle with mailing it. Paul
Roche, K3STX@ARRL.NET,
Potomac, MD 20854, (301) 594-2595
(daytime). ■

Classified Ads
Ads are free of charge to club members. Please, one ad per member per month,
limited to 100 words. All ads are subject to editing. Ads will not be repeated
unless resubmitted. Send ads to editors, whose addresses are on page 2. The
usual deadline for receipt of ads is the 1st of the month preceding publication.
No phone-in ads, please, but email is welcomed.

Sign Up for the MAARC Listserv

Do you want to get the latest news from
MAARC’s Board (such as notices of
estate sales that come to our attention) and
participate in on-line discussions with
other members about repair issues, parts or
information needed, recent finds, and
other information of interest?

If so, you need to join the MAARC listserv. This is a
discussion group, also known as an email reflector, hosted
by Yahoo.com (you might be familiar with other such
discussion groups such as the AWA reflector).

We can't sign you up without your permission. We need to
send you an invitation by email, and you need to respond
to it. You will have to set up a simple Yahoo account with
an ID and password of your choice. Then you will be able
to select whether to receive messages from other MAARC
members as they are posted or in periodic digests. You will
be able to see pictures and post ones for others to see.
Most importantly, this will be the only way for you to

receive news such as notices of estate sales. MAARC is
discontinuing blast emails of such news because we get so
many bounce-backs from bad email addresses. In fact if
you know of a sale or event outside of the Washington,
DC, metro area you can publicize it on the listserv to
MAARC members in your locale.

To receive an invitation, send an email to Chris Kocsis
(chrisk33@cox.net) and he will get it out to you within a
day or two. If you don't receive it by the third day, check
your spam filter or ask for it again. In the email, confirm
that you are a member of MAARC in good standing.
Participation in the listserv is a perquisite for members
only.

We will also be circulating a signup list at club meetings
where you can give your email address, and we will send
invitations to those addresses. In this day and age of
electronic communication, we need to clean up our list of
email addresses, which these sheets will help us do. And
your becoming a subscriber to the listserv (which is
entirely free) will only add to the benefits MAARC
members receive. ■

Tidbits
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MAARC Your Calendar!
Sun., Dec. 15 MAARC meeting at the Sully Station Community Center,

Centreville, VA. See map below for directions. Tailgating
at 11:30, meeting at 1:30.

Sun., Jan. 17 MAARC meeting at the Davidsonville Family Recreation
Center. See p. 2 for map and directions. Tailgating at
11:30, meeting at 1:30.

Wed., Jan. 27 BARC Mini-fest, Timonium Fairgrounds, 4-H bldg. 3 p.m
to 7 p.m., free, tables provided. Contact: 443-590-1444.

Sun., Feb. 21 MAARC meeting at the Davidsonville Family Recreation
Center. See p. 2 for map and directions. Tailgating at
11:30, meeting at 1:30.

Sun., Mar. 21 MAARC meeting at
the Davidsonville
Family Recreation
Center. See p. 2 for
map and directions.
Tailgating at 11:30,
meeting at 1:30.

(To check on upcoming hamfests, go to
www.arrl.org and click on hamfests.)
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